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On finite codimensional submanifolds of the Wiener space, the Ricci Gaussian 
curvature is defined and used to prove a Weitzenbock-Bochner identity. From this 
identity, Sobolev estimates of the divergence of a vector field are obtained. 
Moreover, using the method of the Malliavin calculus, covariant differentiation, 
Christoffel symbols and brackets of two vector fields are defined. ‘? 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
In various recent works (see [ 1,4, 12, 14]), the area measure on a finite 
codimensional manifold of the Wiener space has been constructed. A 
“Laplace-Beltrami” operator can be defined (see [ 1 I). In [2], using the 
method of the Dirichlet forms and capacities, the existence of a process on 
a finite codimensional manifold has been established. Expressions for the 
Ricci curvature have been given by E. Getzler [6]. However, Getzler’s 
formulas are written with infinite dimensional traces and do not take into 
account the finite codimensionality of the submanifold. In the following, 
the Ricci curvature of the Wiener submanifolds is given in terms of linite 
sums. A Weitzenbiick formula is established and used to get estimates for 
the divergence of a vector field. Following A. B. Cruzeiro [3], a formula for 
the density of the action of the flow of the vector field on the submanifold 
is obtained. 
Let X be the Wiener space of continuous maps from [0, l] to Rd and p 
be the Wiener measure on X. On the Cameron-Martin space H c A', the 
scalar product is 
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For a function f: X+ [w, f differentiable in the Malliavin sense [g(2)], 
we denote by Vf(x) the gradient off at XEX. Then Vf(x) E H [S(2)]. Let 
@: X+ KY’, be a nondegenerate map [S(2), l] and V, = @*-i(r) (5 E [w”) a 
finite codimensional submanifold of X. @* is a redefinition of @ (see [ 11). 
Let o’~ = (VQi) VQsk) be the covariance matrix and eii its inverse. Define the 
Sobolev spaces W,,,(,u) of functions f defined on X, with derivatives in the 
Malliavin sense, up to the order r and such that 
Ilfllr,p= i [j Iv?mP]l’p< +cn* (0.2) 
i=O 
For @= (Oi, . . . . @,,): X-r R”, consider the subspace 
TX= {h~HI(h/v@~(x))~=O, i= 1, . . . . n}. (0.3) 
It has been proved in Cl] using the implicit function theorem (see [8(3)]) 
that TX does not depend on the map @ used to define V,. Let P, be the 
operator from H to TX defined by 
P,v=v- i aik(v@i~v)VcDk. 
i= 1 
(0.4) 
Denote V, = P,V the gradient on V,. See [2] for estimates and for the 
regularity of V,. Let da be the area measure on V,. From [ 11, we know 
that da depends only on the geometry of V,. We denote by W,,,(da) the 
Sobolev space of functions f defined on Vr such that all the gradients V(Y:f 
exist for i= 1, . . . . r and 
(0.5) 
I. DECOMPOSITION OF THE LAPLACIAN ON V, 
AND THE RICCI BILINEAR FORM 
Let f: A’-+ R, f E W,,,(dp). In [8(2)] and [l], V?(x) was defined by 
WzfKW, k) = (V(Vf(x) I h)HI k)H (1.1) 
for h and k in H. It is easy to verify that Vzf(x) is a symmetric bilinear 
form on H x H. 
LEMMA 1.1. The restriction of 
(h, k) + (V,((Vv<f)(~)l h),lk), (1.2) 
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to the subspace T, is symmetric: for h and k in T cl one has 
Proof: One uses V,: = P,yV and (0.4). For h and k in H, one has 
(V.,fW I NH = rvb) I&f 
- C aij(x)(Vffx) I v@jIx))H fV@itx) I h)H = Qx) (la4) 
i. j 
and 




For h and k in T,, the expression (V,F\ k)H reduces to (1.3 ): all the other 
terms vanish. 
LEMMA 1.2. One has 
1 OikW(vfl v@k)H IV@i)H 
i, k 
= 1 dik V2f(V@,, V@i) 
i, k 
i. k 
Proof. Taking a decomposition on the bases (e,), of the Cameron- 
Martin space, one gets 
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Thus 
VW I V@k)H I V@i)H 
=,cP F@,i I e,)ff (V@k IejJH (VW I ej)ff IeJff 
+ (V@i I e,)H (Vf I ej)H (V(V@k Iej), I epIff 
= V’f (Wi, Wk) 





(W@k I ej)ff I eJH = (VP@k I eJH I ej)H 
(V(V@k IV@i)H Iej)ff= C (V@.k I e,JH (V(V@i leJH I ej)ff 
P 
Thus 
+ C (V@jl epJH (W@k I eplff Iej)ff. 
P 
(1.9) 
Replacing (1.9) into (1.8), one gets (1.6). 
Let 6 be the divergence operator on X [S(2)]. For a vector field Z on 




LEMMA 1.3. One has 
SP, Vf = 6 Vf + C a& V2f(V@k, V@i) + (Vf ) Z), 
i,k 
(1.12) 
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SVa+~ apjV2@i(V@,, VGj) VQb, 
i,k PJ 1 (1.13) 
z2 = 4 1 aik P,v(v@i) v@k) 
i, k 
= 4 P,v[lOg det(V@,) V@p,),-j. (1.14) 
Proof: From Cl], one has 
6P,Vf=6Vf+Ca,V2f(V~k, V@i)+ (VflZ), 
i,k 
with 
z=c (-aik(6v@i)v@j,+ (vaikIv@j)Hv@k) 
i,k 




vaik = -c aij v(aiP) apk 




J = 1 (vaik ) vQi)” vQk 
~i~~akp~a~(~(~~j~v~p)~~~~~)~~~k. 
i.i 
Using (1.6) in the second member of (1.17) withy= Qi,,, one gets 
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where one uses (0.4). Replacing (1.19) into (1.15), one gets Z=Z1 +Z, 
where Z, and Z, are given by (1.13) and (1.14). 
To prove’ the second equality in (1.14), one remarks that 
-$deta)=(deta).tr a-1$ 
( ) 
for a differentiable map a: R + G&,(R). Thus 




= (det(V@ilV@j)H) det(Voi’V@j)H 
x tr((WiIVQj))’ V(VQj[V@,)) 
= 1 rJii V(Wj 1 V@J. 
i.i 














is the mean Gaussian curvature of the submanifold. 
DEFINITION. Let cP: X+ R and V, be a submanifold of codimension 
one. One defines the curvature tensor of V, in XE V, by 
(1.22) 
with h and ke TX. 
Remark that -2 corresponds to the trace of V’@//IV@I on the subspace 
TX, with an additional term due to the Gaussian measure. In fact, for 
I Van Biesen, private communication 
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Q(x) = (x, h) = jh h’(s) dx(s) with h E H, the curvature tensor is zero, but 






Thus, for Q(x) =x,, one gets Z(x) = (l/J;) x,. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let V, be a submanifold of codimension n. The operator Yv2 
defined by 
y+f= -4CdV+f - I(vlogdet(V~iIVQj,)IV,~f)l 
is symmetric with respect to the area measure da and 
(1.23) 
Tvcf=-i dVf+trace.;V’f+ i oikYi(V@klVf) 1 , (1.24) i= I 
where 




Proof. The symmetry of gvC is an immediate consequence of [ 1, 
Sect. 61 and (1.24) is deduced from (1.23) and (1.12). 
Remark. -6 VQ, can be considered the “renormalized” trace of V2@ on 
H; the renormalization is due to the Gaussain measure and assures the 
convergence, i.e., the exitence, of -6 VO. To define the mean Gaussian cur- 
vature, the method is to substract the finite trace of V*cB on the finite 
dimensional normal subspace to the manifold from the quantity -6 V@. 
The method which allows one to define the mean Gaussian curvature on 
a submanifold V, can be extended to other tensors. In fact, for x in V,, 
define the bilinear form 1, : H x H + H by (see Lemma 1.1) 
lx(h, k) = C oik(X) V2@i(x)(k k) V@,(X) 
i. k 
(1.26) 
and for U, u, w, t in H, let 
(t I rx(uAu)w) = (l,(u, w)l lx(u, t)) - (I,(4 w) I L(u, t)). (1.27) 
One verifies immediately, using (1.26), that 
(tlrx(uAu)w)=~ oks[v2@.y(% w)v2@k(uT t) 
s,k 
-v2@& w) v’@k(u, t)]. (1.28) 
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For e E H, one has 
@I rAeA u)w), = C ~ksCV2@s(e, 0) V*@,(e, w) 
k.s 
The trace on T of 
-v2@,(u, w) v2Qik(e, e)]. (1.29) 
(6 u, + V2@,(f, u, v’@k(& w) = (v(v@, ( u)f,I t)f, (v(v@k 1 w)ffI u)ff (1.30) 
is given by 
(V(V@s I u)H 1 vtv@k I W)H)H - C ojp V2@s(V@jy U) v2@k(v@p? W). (1.31) 
iT P 
One uses Yk (cf. (1.25) for the “substitute” of the trace of V2Qk on TX x TX. 
This allows one to define the Ricci Gaussian bilinear form: 
DEFINITION (Ricci Gaussian Bilinear Form). 
R(“~ w) = - 1 cks(V(V@s 1 w)HI v(v@k 1 u)“), 
s,k 
+ 1 bkscjp V’@,(V@jp U) v’@k(v@p, W) 
s, k 
1. P 
+ 1 dks?Jk v2@s(u~ w)~ 
s,k 
(1.32) 
where Yk is given by (1.25) and where u and w are in H. 
Of course, since the submanifold V, is of finite codimension n, all the 
sums in (1.32) are finite. 
Remark. For G(x) = u( (x, h)) = u(ft h’(s) dx(s)) where u is a differen- 
tiable function on [w, one finds of course R(P,u, P,w) = 0. In fact, 
V@(x) = Z./(X, h))h and for kl and k2 in H, 
V2@(x)(k,, 4 = u”((x, h)Plk,Mlk,). 
On the other hand, 
6V@(x)= -(X,h)U’((X,h))-U”((X,h)) lh12. 
Thus 
y=- 6W+ 
[ &v’@w@,v@)]= -<X,h)U’(<X,h)) 
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and it is easy to compute that 
R(u, w) = -(x, h) u’((x, h)) u”(<X, h)) 
(h I u)(h Iw) 
IhI2 ’ 
II. WEITZENB~CK FORMULAS 
On the Wiener space, Weitzenbock type formulas have been obtained by 
E. Getzler [6]. 
For h and k in TX, one has (Lemma (1.3)) 
(P,V(P,VfIh)lk)=V~(h, k)- (LVc k)IV-1, 
where I, is defined by (1.26). 
The maps (h, k) + V*f(h, k) and (h, k) -+ (l,(h, k) 1 Vf) are symmetric 
bilinear forms on Hx H; thus, they define elements in H@ H, which we 
shall denote respectively by V’f and a,(VQk 1 V’) V20i = (I,( ., . ) 1 Vf). On 
the other hand, TX (see (0.3)) is a subspace of H and TX@ T, is a subspace 
of H Q H. One defines (P,V)'f E TX Q TX by 
(2.1) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let cp be a bilinear symmetric form on H x H; one has 
ProjT,sT,cp(hl,h2)=~P(hl,h2)-a,k(V~iIh,)cp(V~,,h2) 
-~ik(V@ilh) CPW@,, h,) 
+ ~r,c~,,(V@il h,NV@rI h2) (PC-,, V@,). (2.2) 
ProoJ: (proj, m Tr cp Ih, 0 h2)HBH = (cp I projTxg Tx(hl 0 h2)) as 
proj,, T,(hl Oh,) = P,h, @ P,h2. One gets (2.2) from (0.4) since 
(projTsBTy cp)(h, T h2) = dP,h,, P,J2). (2.3) 
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS. One denotes 
wm*.f I (PrV2 g),, T, 
= (proj T,@ T *(V2f-cA.? ~)lv-))l(v’g-(L(~~ .)lvg)))HcGH (2.4) 
and 




((PxV2fl (P*V2 !T)ff@, 
= (wo2f I uw’ ATA, TX 
+ trace, arsV2@,(P,VJ; .) V2@,(P,Vg, .), 
traceTx u, V2@,(P,VS, .) V2@,(P, Vg, -) 
= ; ~rsmvQir I PxVf))H I VW, I pxvg)H)H 





Proof (shortened). Let cp and tj be two bilinear forms on H x Z-Z. From 
(2.2) one gets 
(projTxBT, cp IIc/) = 1 de,, e4) He,, e,) 
P.4 
From (2.1), 
- oikW@lI eJ dV@k, eq) ti(e,, e,) 
- uikW@il e,) (PW&, ep) the,, e,) 
+ ~lS~i~(V~iIeP)(V~,le,) c~(V@k, V@,) rCl(e,, e4). (2.8) 
((PxV)“f I (PxV)2 g),, TX 
= (proj Tx B Tx TfIV’g)-~dVf IV~,)(proj,~,,~V2~ilV2g) 
- aik(Vg 1 V@k)(proj TX@ T, v2f 1 v2@i) 
+ uik”.rs(Vg 1 v@k)(vf 1 V@,)(proj TX@ TV v2@;Iv2@s). (2.9) 
One uses (2.8) into (2.9). On the other hand, one computes (2.5) and (2.3). 
Writing all the terms, one gets (2.6). 
We shall now prove the following theorem 
THEOREM 2.2. One has 
%JPxVf I PC)” - wqf I PxVg), - CV%Q g I P*Vf ))H 
= ((pxv)2f 1 tpxv)’ f?),, T.r 
+ (PxVf I Vg)t, + R(PxV1; P,Vg)> (2.10) 
where R is given by (1.32) and the scalar product ( I ) Txm Tx is given by (2.4). 
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For the proof of Theorem 2.2, we shall use several emmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. One has 
j (6 Vg) Dhf+ (6 Vf) D/z g 4 = j- (A h >O?f I Vg)H &, (2.11) 
where Dhf(x) = lim,,, j (f(x + .zh) --f(x))/& dx. 
Proof: 
I= f (6 Vg) D, f = ,“-“0 [f(x + ““,’ -f(x) 6 Vg(x) d/i(x) 
= lim s 
(Vf(x+&h)IVg(x))-(Vf(x)lVg(x))d~(x). 
E'O E 
In fact, one verifies easily that if f,(x) = f(x + Eh), one has 
V’Jx) = Vf(x + Eh). 
From the Cameron-Martin formula (see [ 1, p. 131) and using 
one gets 
s (Vf(x+&h)lVg(x)) 
= I (Vf(x)IVg(x-sh))exp[(xIsh)- is2 IhI’] dp(x). 
Thus 
I= I (Vf(x) ) lim 
Vg(x-ch)[l +E(x, h)]-@(x) 
44x) 
E’O E 
= (Vf(x) ( lim I 
Vg(x - Eh) - Vg(x) 
E-0 E d~(x)+~(x,h)(VflVg)d~. 
The formula (2.11) follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. See, for example, [6]. Let 9 = - f 6V; one has 
Y(Vf IVg)H- (VYf IVg),- (VfIV=e), 
= o?fIV*dH@“+ (Vf IVg)ff. (2.12) 
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Proof 
SV(VflVg)=C WWIei)(Vglej)l 
= (Vf I ei) SV(Vg I ei) + (Vg I ei) SV(Vf I ei) 
- W(Vf I ei) I V(Vg I ei)), 
where one uses (1.11). 
Thus 
I= ~VNfl %I - (V6 WI I Vg) - w I V(d 
=-2(V~(V'g)+[GV(VgIei)-(V(6Vg) 
+ CSV(Yf Iei) - (V(a WI I ei)l(Vg Iei). 
To finish the proof, one must show that 




for any vector h E H and any function f~ W,(X). But, for all g E W,(X), 
one has 
= j (VglV(Vflh))-~gD,(6Vf) 
where, for the last equality, one uses the integration by parts formula 
[l, p. 13, Lemma 2.11. Thus 
One uses (2.11), and (2.13) follows. As Z= - fcW, this yields (2.12). 
Remark. The formula (2.13) is just the Stroock commutation formula 
(see [lo] and [S(4)]). In fact, consider the vector field Vf =A. One has 
6VA-VdA=A, and if 9=29= -SV, then -PA-VhA= -A; taking 
the divergence on both sides, one gets &?A - i?‘6A = SA or 62 - $?‘S = 6. 
The following lemma extends the Stroock commutation formula to the 
submanifold V<. 
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LEMMA 2.4. 
/if=6Vf+aikVZf(V~k,V~;)+ (ZlV’), 
where oik is the inverse of (V@, 1 Vai). For h E H, 






PvooJ: One uses (2.13) and (0.4). 
Remark. One has 
~V(~,(V@, I ej)(V@, Ih))(J’,Vf I h)(Vg I e,) 
+ oik(Vz(Grs(V@r I ej)F@, I h))(V@k, V@i)(P,Vfl h)(VgI ej)) 
= -a,,(VgIV~P,)(P,VfIVY.~) 
- 2trace,, ors V2@,(P,Vf, .) V2Gti,( P,Vg, . ), 
where y, is given by (1.25). For Z=Ci,k aikyiV@,, one gets 
Rj(ep)(PxVf I e,)(Vg I ej) 
= -2trace,,a,,V2@,(P,Vf, .)V2@,(P,Vg, .) 
+ ajkyi v2@k(pxvf, pxv&!). 
Thus 
C Rj(e,)C(Vflej)(P.~VgIe,)+ (VgIej)(P,VfIe,)l 
.i. P 
= -ZR,(P,V’ P,Vg), 
where R, is the bilinear symmetric form on H x H defined by 
R,(o, w) = - R(u, w) + trace,, (T,.~V~@~(U, .) V2Qp,(w, .)
and R is given by (1.32). 
(2.16) 
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THEOREM 2.3. One has 
=%pxvfl PxVg), - ~PxV~“J I Vg)Ff - w I P,V%< g)” 
= ((pxv)‘fl uw2 tT)H@H 
+ (pxv-Ivg)“--R,(p,w PxVg). 
Proof From (1.24), 
(2.17) 
=%J- = - +(/lf) = - 4 [sP,Vf- 1 o~,JP~V(V@~~V@~)IV’)], (2.18) 
where one takes 2=x,, aikyiV@, in (2.14). But 
~P,V(P,W I PJ,) 
= 2 ~PxV((PxVf I ei)(P,Vg I ei)) 
I 
I ei) ~PxV(PxVf = F (P,V.l ei) ~PxV(PxVg I ei) + (P,Vg 
- W(P,Vf I ei) I PxV(PxVg I ei))H 
‘I ei) 
= -2((PxV2f I (P,V)’ 8) + (PxVf I ei) SPxV(PxVg I ei) 
+ P,Vg I ei) ~PxV(PxVfl ei)- 
Thus, using (2.18) 
NP*Vl P,Vg) - (PxV4l PxVg) - (PxVfl P,V&) 
= -2((PxW2fl (pxv)2 ‘!T)mIf 
- +ai/c(PxV(V@i I V@/c) I v(pxvfl pxvg)) 
+ (P,Yf I ei) A(P,VfT I ei) - (P,Vfl ei)(P,Vh I ei) 
+ (P,Vg I ei) ~(P,v.l ei) - (P,Vg I ei)(P,V@ I ei) 
+T (P,Vflei)(p,V(V~ilV~k)IV(PxVgIei)) 
From (2.15), one gets 
4PxVfl P,Vg) - v,vm P,Vg) - (P,Vf I P,V&) 
= -2((PxVZfl (pxv)2dHcwf 
- f ai~~p~V~V~iIV~~~IV~P~VSIP~V~~~ 
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Thus, 
+ (P,Vglej) y tP,VtV@iIV@k) IV(tP,Vf) lej))) 
- (p,Vg I ei) R,teJtVf I eJ. 
n(PxVflPxVg)-t~,V~flP,V~)-tP,VfI~,V~g) 
= -2W,V2fl tpxv)2g)H@H 
- ~~P,v~v~iIv~~~IvtP,vflP,v~~~ 
- W,V I Vg) + 2R,W~VJ; P,Vg) 
+y ~p~v~v~iIv~P,~Iv~p,~vfIp~v~~~ 
= -2((mT2fl tpxv)2hf@H 
- 2(P,Vf I P,Vg) + 2R,(KV. Pxvg,. 
This yields (2.17). 
End of the proof of (2.10). Use (2.17) and (2.6). 
III. THE DIVERGENCE OPERATOR ON V, AND FLOWS 
Z is a vector field on Y, if Z is a map from V, to T,. In that case, of 
course P,z(x) =2(x). 
Let Z be a vector field (on X or on V,) and let (see [ 1, p. 44451) 
6 yE = 62 - (Z I P,V log det(VQi 1 VGi)“‘). (3.1) 
One has, from (3.1) and (1.23), 
6 “Jv%) = - 23q g. (3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let g: X + R be differentiable and Z be a vector field, 
6 &Z) = gd ,(Z) - 0% I Z). (3.3) 
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ProoJ Immediate using (3.1) and (1.11). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Z be a vector field. Zf Syl(Z)~ L2(da), then for all 
f:X+R 
Jvt (zlvf) da = lVtf(d$) da. (3.4) 
Proof See [ 1, p. 441. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let h E H; then P,h is a vector field on Vt and 
b#=,W= (~7 h) +oi/c~i(V%lh)r (3.5) 
where (x, h) is the stochastic integral j: h’(s) dx(s). 
Prooj Put g(x)= (x, h) =JA h’(s) dx(s). One has Vg(x)= h and 
GVg(x) = g(x). On the other hand, V’g=O and from (1.24) 
zvtg = - $ Cg + (Z, I %)I = - 1 t-g + (Z, I h)l> (3-h) 
where Zr = Ci,k cikyiVQk. One has 
J‘ (Vf I P,h) da = jf(x) 6#‘,h) da = -2 Jfzvt g da, 
where the last inequality comes from (3.2) and this yields (3.5). Formulas 
like (3.5) can be generalized using the methods of [S] or [9]. For 
f: A’-, R, consider the differential equation 
$f(v(t)) = (J’,,,,h I vf(v(t))). (3.7) 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf, for all f c W,, Eq. (3.7) is satisfied, then v(t) E H for all 
t and 
-$ v(t) = P,,,,h. (3.8) 
ProoJ Let k~ H and put f(x) =si k’(s) dx(s)= (x, k); then (3.7) 
becomes 
$ (v(t) I k) = (P,,,,h I k). (3.9) 
Since (3.9) is satisfied for all k E H, one concludes. 
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LEMMA 3.5. If v,(t) E H is the solution of (3.8) with the initial condition 
v(0) = x E V,, then v(t) E V, for all t, and v,(t) is unique. We shall denote 
U:(x) the solution of (3.8) such that U:(x) = x. 
Proof. We show that for all t, one has @(v(t)) = t, knowing that 
@(v(O)) = a(x) = 5. One has 
f @i(V(t))= (Pu,t,hIV@i(v(t))) 
since 
= (h( P”(,,V@i(v(t)))=O 
p.~V@i(X)=V@j(X)-Oi~(X)(V@j(X))V@ji(X))V@p(X)=O. 
The uniqueness of the solution comes immediately from 
~(v*(t)lk)=~(v*(r)lk), VkE H. 
DEFINITION. From Lemma (3.5), x + U:(x) defines a map from V, to 
V,. We note U:* da, the image measure of da through the map iJ). 
The following lemma has been inspired from the results obtained by 
A. B. Cruzeiro [3] in the case of the divergence operator d on the Wiener 
space. I learned in the colloquium in honor of Professor K. Ito (May 1990) 
that Ustenel and Zakai [ 131 studied the problem of the density of the flow 
in a general context. 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume that Uf* da is absolutely continuous with respect o 
the area measure da on V, and let 
U:* da = k, da. (3.10) 
Then 
Proof. One has 
~ftUiYx)l da(x) = JrCx) k,(x) da(x), 
which gives in particular for f = 1 
(3.12) 
1 k,(x) da(x) = 5 dab), 
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Taking the derivative of (3.12) with respect to t, one gets, for the first 
member of (3.12), 
= s (P,h 1 V’(x)) Up* da(x) 
= s Wd I VW k,(x) da(x) 
= f(x) ~&,W) da(x) s 
= s f(x)(W,,(P,h) - (VW) I PA)) da(x). 
After identification with the derivative with respect to t, of the second 
member, one gets 
5 k,(x) = k,(x) b<U’,h) - W,(x) I Pxh). (3.13) 
Let us show that (3.11) is a solution of the differential equation (3.13). Put 
J(x)= 6,,(P,h) and h,(x) =log k,(x) and let B(x) = P,h. One can write 
(3.13) as 
f h,(x) = J.(x) - W,(x) I B(x)). (3.14) 
Let m, = j& A( K,) ds; then 
(Vm,(x) I B(x)) = 1’ (V(no U-J(x))1 B(x) ds 
0 
but for any f: X + R, differentiable, 
(Vf(x)l B(x)) =$fwx)),*~o 
= W(~,(x))I ~(~*(x))),t=o. 
Then, taking f = 10 K,, 
((W O U-,)(x)) I B(x)) =-&f- (20 U-AU,(x))) 
1=0 
= -A- A(U,-,(X)) 
dsl,=o 
(3.15) 
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Replace in (3.15) to obtain 
Thus Eq. (3.14) is satisfied for m, . 
To prove the existence of the density, we need estimates on the 
divergence of a vector field. Thus we shall use the Weitzenbock formula 
(2.10) to get estimates on the divergence of a vector field. 
LEMMA 3.7. Assume that Q, is in W, = np,r W,.,; let Z and Y be two 
vector fields (on X or on Ve). Consider the map (Z, Y) + R(Z, Y) defined 
by (1.32). If ZE W,.,,,, and YE Wr+l,y, then R(Z, Y)E W,,, with 
l/s > l/p + l/q. Zf Z and Y are in W,, then R(Z, Y) is in W, . 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to that in [2, Lemma 2.3)]. One loses a 
derivative because of the term 
W(V@, I Z)ff I W@k I Y)H)H. 
After multiplication by the derivatives of CD which are W, functions, one 
decreases in the Lp spaces. 
LEMMA 3.8. 
+I I1P,Vfll:,da+5R(P,Vf,P,Vf)da. (3.16) 
Proof: From (2.10), one deduces that 
~"I(P"VfIVf)H=2(V(~"~f)IPrVf)H 
+ II (p.rv)2fll ;.,,o T< + IIp,vII ‘, 
+RtP,Vf, Pxvf). (3.17) 
As the operator gVt is symmetric with respect o the area measure, one gets 
I Vt ~vc(P,VfIVf)~da=O. (3.18) 
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On the other hand, using (3.2), one gets 
1 
V, 
(V%J) I PxVfJH da = 1 (~+f) 6 vt(PxVf) da 
z-f 
i (3.19) Vt 
CJ v,(f’xVf)12 da. 
Integrating (3.17) with respect to da and using (3.19), one gets (3.16). 
THEOREM 3.1. Iffr~ Wr+Z,Z+o (da), then Yvyt,f = fG,,(P,Vf) E W,,,(da). 
Proof: Let f E W,+,,+,(da); from Lemma (3.7), one has 
R(P,V’ P,V’)E W,,, and from (3.16), one gets [8,,(P,Vf)]2~ W,,,. 
Now, we shall consider the divergence of Z = gP,Vf where g and f are 
two functions defined on the Wiener space. 
LEMMA 3.9. Assume that Z= gP,Vf: Then 
J=j lb&pJ’fN2da= -2s WvJMWpxV7da 
- s &k*). (PJfI Vfh da 
+ j ‘!F II (Px W’fll2T,@J TX da 
+ j g* HP,Vfll~ da + j g*&P,Vf, P,Vf) da 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
- (V(VglP,Vf)lP,VS)gda. 5 
Proof: From (3.3) and then (3.2), 
~“~~=~~,,~~,~f~-~~~I~,~f~ 
= - 2g=qf - (Vg I PxVf). 
Then 
J=j I~v&TxW12da= -2jg(~~~f)dv((gP,Vf)da 
- s 0% I pxVf) 6 v,kpxVf) da 
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= -2 [ (V(g6PYSf) I PJf) gda 
- s (Wg I PJf) I PJ’f) g da 
= - 2 j (zvcf) g(Vg I pxf) da - 2 1 g2(Vgvtf I ’,Vf) da 
- 5 WPg Ip.J?f) IMf) g da. (3.22) 
Then one uses (3.17) to estimate the term (VsP,,fl PxV’) and to get (3.21). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Z= gP,Vf. 
(a) Assume that ge W, and f E W,+,,+,(da); then 6 “,(Z) E 
Wr,2(W. 
(b) Assume that f E W, and gE W,+,,+,(da); then 6 ,(Z) E 
K,2W). 
Proqf: Use the formula (3.21) and Theorem 3.1. 
IV. COVARIANT DIFFERENTIATION AND THE CONNECTION 
In the following, we define the covariant differentiation and the connec- 
tion on I/, and we get an explicit expression for the Christoffel symbols. 
Remark that formula (1.32) which gives the Ricci Gaussian bilinear form 
was established without the covariant differentiation, but with the help of 
the “second fondamental form.” Thus, it is interesting to see what is the 
connection and the covariant differentiation on V,. 
First, we shall consider the natural covariant differentiation on the Wiener 
space. Let Z be a vector field on X, i.e., x --, Z(x) is a map from X to H. 
For f: X + [w differentiable, let 
Zf=(VfIZ),. (4.1) 
On the Wiener space, there is a natural covariant differentiation. In fact, let 
x --f Y(x) and x + Z(x) be two vector fields on X; then the map from H to 
Iw defined by 
h + (V( Y(x) I h)Hl Z(x)), 
is linear continuous on H. Thus, there exists a unique vector, V, Y(x) E H, 
such that, for all h E H, 
(4.2) 
580/100/2-6 
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LEMMA 4.1. One has 
z(y,Iy~),=(v,y,ly*),+(v,y,ly,),. (4.3) 
Proof: Immediate from (4.2). 
PROPERTY OF THE OPERATION V,Y. One has 
vzm = (ZRf) y +fV, y. 
Proof. Remark that 
(v(frIh)lZ)=(VfIZ)(YIh)+f(V(Ylh)IZ) 
(4.4) 
and use (4.2). 
The covariant differentiation defined by (4.2) induces on the Wiener 
space a natural connection 
One has 
qz, Y)=V,Y-ZY. (4.5) 
m, nf= W-I v, Y) - (V YI w I Z) 
=(vSIe,)(V(Yle,)IZ)-(V(YlVf)IZ) 
= -(Yle,)(Zle,)VZS(e,,e,)= -WY,Z). (4.6) 
Let Z and Y be two vector fields on X; then the map 
h~(V(Ylh)lZ)-(V(Zlh)l Y) is a linear continuous map defined on H 
with values in I& Thus, there exists a unique vector [Z, Y] in H such that, 
for all h E H, 
LEMMA 4.2. One has 
[Z, Y]f= (ZY- YZ)j-= (V,Y-V,Z)J: 
Proof: Let (e,) be a basis of the Cameron-Martin space H, 
CZ ~lf=WI~~, Yl)=Ffle,)(CZ Ylle,) 
= C?fIe,)W(YIe,)lZ)- (vfle,)(Vzle,)l Y) 
=(V(YIVf)IZ)-(YIe,)(V(Vfle,)IZ) 
- (V(Z I W I Y) + (Z I e,)(VV” I eJ I Y) 
=(ZY- YZ)f-v’f(Y,Z)+VZf(Z, Y), 
and thus (4.8). 
(4.8) 
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Now consider the submanifold V, = CD - ‘(E, ) of finite codimension. 
LEMMA 4.3. For aN vector fields Y and Z on the Wiener space, 
vzpx y- p,vz y 
= -c7jk V2@,(Z, Y) wi- Ojk( YIW,) V2Qi(Z, .) 
- ( YJV@~)(ZIVoi~)V@i. (4.9) 
In particular, 
F,W,(P, Y)) = P.x(V, Y) - ~ik( YIV@p,) V2@i(Z .) (4.10) 
and if Y is a vector fiefd on V, (i.e., P, Y(x) = Y(x) for all x), then 
v, Y = P,(V, Y) - qJ2@,(Z, Y) w;. (4.11) 
Proof: Let h E H; by (4.2), . 
(h IVAP, Y)) = (VP, Yl h) I Z). 
From (0.4), one gets 
(P,Ylh)=(Ylh)-o,(YIV~,)(V~,lh). 
Thus, 
(V(p.x Yl h) I Z) = (V( Yl h) I Z- (V(aik( Yl V@, )(V@i Ih)) I Z) 
= (V YI h) I Z) - (YI V@k)(V@iI h)(Va, I Z) 
- o;k(VQii I h)(V( YlV@/c) IZ) 
- gi,J ~l~@,)(‘W@, Ih) I Z). 
On the other hand, 
Hence (4.9) follows. On the other hand (4.10) and (4.11) are deduced 
immediately from (4.9). 
DEFINITION (covariant differentiation on Vc). For two vector fields Z 
and Y such that Y satisfies P, Y(x) = Y(x), for all x, one lets 
0, Y(x) = P,(V, Y(x) 1. (4.12) 
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LEMMA 4.4. 0 defined by (4.12) is a covariant differentiation on V, and 
qz, Y) = P,(V, Y) - ZY (4.13) 
is a connection on Vt. Moreover, 
F(Z, Y)f= -V2f( Y, Z) + fJ,k(Wk IVf) V2cDi( Y, Z). (4.14) 
Proof: It is easy to check that (4.13) defines a connection on V,. Let us 
prove (4.14); 
RT Y)f = Nf I e,(P,(Vz Y) I ep) - (VW I Y) I Z) 
= WI e,)(Vz Yl P,e,) - (WY I Y) I Z) 
=(vfIe,)(V,Yle,)-(V(Vfl Y)IZ) 
- OikF@k I e,)WI e,)(Vz ylv@i) 
= - (Yl e,WI e4) Vf(ep9 4 
- aik(V@k I W)FZ yI v@i)* (4.15) 
One uses (0.4) for the third equality. On the other hand, 
P~YlV@i)=(V(V@iI Y)IZ)-(Yle,)(Zle,)V*~i(e,,e,). (4.16) 
Replacing (4.16) in the last term of (4.15), one gets 
qz, Y)f= -V’f( Y, Z) 
+aik(YIe,)(ZIe,)V2~i(ep, e,)(V@,IVf) 
since the expression (VQi 1 Y) vanishes, for Y is a vector field on V,, Thus, 
one gets (4.14). 
Christoffel symbols. One has “locally” 
p(e,, e,)= -V*fle,, e,)+ oik(v@,lVf)V2@i(ep, e4). 
DEFINITION. Put 
Fi,=C ~i/c(V@klh) V2@i(epy e4) 
i,k 
(4.17) 
and call pi, Christoffel symbols. 
DEFINITION. The operator I, : H x H -+ H defined by (1.26) will be called 
a Christoffel operator or second fundamental form on the submanifold V,. 
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Remark. One has obtained in (1.24) and (1.25) the identity 
SP,V’- #‘,V(log de@DiIV@&lVf) 
= 6 Of + b& vy(V@k, V@J + (Vf 1 Z,), (4.18) 
where 
2, = -C6,kCSV~i+bNV2~i(V~p,V~i)]V~k. (4.19) 
i, k 
We see that 2, is a substitute for the “trace” on T, x T, of the 
operator I,( ., *). 
For the Laplacian a submanifold of R”, one has the identity 
The term g”(8$/8x’ &,I) is the trace on T, x T, of V'f and gti{ij = 
g”(l/lV@12)(8*@/ax’ axJ)(&Djax”) is the trace on T, x T, of the Christoffel 
operator I,(-,‘)= (V'@(-, -)/lV@12)V@. 
The next two sections are not fully developed yet. 
The bracket of two vector fields on V,. Let Z and Y be two vector fields 
on Y,; define (see (4.12)) 
L-z, Yl Vt = P,V, y- p,v J. (4.20) 
In [8(5)] the question of the hypoellipticity of a differential operator in v/e 
was raised, using a different approach. 
Geodesics on V<, We shall not consider the case of minimal geodesics, 
but for anyf: X-, R,fE W,, only the solutions t + u(t) from R to V, of 
the equation 
$f(u(t)) + F(u’, u’)f= 0, (4.21) 
where u’(t) = d/dt, y(l) E H, and r is given by (4.14). One has 
d2 
~fWN = wlu’7 0 + w I 03 
where Y” = d2u/dt2 and U” E H. Also, from (4.14), one gets 
&If, U’)f = -v2f(u’, d) + gk,v2@k(d, d)(v@,lvf). 
Adding (4.20) and (4.21), one gets from (4.19) 
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Note ndded in prooj Part of the results of the present work have been the object of a 
communication in C. R. Acud. Sci. Purim sPr. I 311 (1990), 125-130. On the other hand, 
J. Van Biesen, among other results, has succeeded in extending the Stroock-Shigekawa- 
WeitzenbGck commutator formula to Wiener tensors in the curvature case (J. Van Biesen, 
preprint, April 1991; Intrinsic Conditions of the Existence of the Divergence on Submanifolds 
of the Wiener Space, to appear). A part of his results have also been announced in the note 
in Comptes Rendus (1990), cited above. 
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